
Line Collection Wall Panels



Made to measure wood veneered 
panels with horizontal and vertical brass 
channels. Line wall panels are available in 
combination with integrated hinged or 
sliding doors, brass, wood veneered or 
crystal shelves, crystal showcases and 
integrated lighting systems. Thanks to its 
design, this panels system allows to 
cover very wide walls. 

The Line Wall Panels are characterized by 
a design of vertical brass lines, that 
decorate the wood surface in a rhythmic 
sequence, which can be articulated into 
paneling.The Line Wall Panels are 
extremely elegant and thus perfect for all 
those environments in which luxury is 
conceived in an essential yet extremely 
refined way. 
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The panels can be wood veneered in all 
essences of the collection or aniline-dyed 
in different colors.  

On request, Line panels can be realized 
with special finishes: precious wood 
essences combine with satin brass details 
to create a sophisticated product in which 
uniqueness prevails. 

A brass shelves system integrated into the 
brass channels can be used to equip the 
wall panels.
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Line Wall Panel
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Line Wall Panel
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Single LED Light element for wall panels. 
The light can point downwards or upwards.

Double LED Light element for wall panels. 

PANELS LIGHTING

Strength
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WALL PANEL SYSTEM example with HINGED doors
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WALL PANEL SYSTEM with “AT SIGHT” Sliding Door
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WALL PANEL SYSTEM with “POCKET Sliding Door
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Vertical Section

HINGED DOOR
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SLIDING DOOR
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High shelf composition.  
Made up of a vertical side panel and 4 horizontal 
shelves (2 on each side) placed at pre-arranged 
distances. 

Finishes Available: Satin Brass, Burnished Brass, 
Wood Veneered or lacquered in any RAL color.

Low shelf composition. 
Made up of a vertical side panel and 3 
horizontal shelves placed at pre-arranged 
distances. 

Finishes Available: Satin Brass, Burnished 
Brass, Wood Veneered or lacquered in any 
RAL color.

ACCESSORIES
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Line Channels

Plain Woods

FINISHES
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Special Woods

Brushed Matte Lacquered FINISHES

Mirror

Silver Smoked Bronze
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